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The University of Wyoming on Tuesday proposed sweeping changes at the institution, including budget cuts that would lay off 75 positions — some tenured, a reorganization of a ...
UW proposes 75 layoffs, program changes
Many who were laid off at the University of Akron a year ago are still hunting for jobs while working part time for the university.
A year after layoffs, the University of Akron looks to move forward, with some issues unresolved
Outraged by the layoffs of more than 440 teachers and support ... as nearly $2 billion in federal education funds were awarded to Chicago Public Schools. “The mayor continues to be a walking ...
CPS laying off 443 teachers and support staff. CTU vows to fight cuts.
The University of Wyoming on Tuesday proposed sweeping changes at the institution, including budget cuts that would lay off 75 positions — some tenured, reorganizing of a slew ...
UW proposes up to 75 layoffs, changes to many programs
The president of the University of Wyoming is proposing several academic changes and up to 75 layoffs as the university absorbs budget cuts due to a decline in state support over the last several ...
University of Wyoming proposes cuts, including 75 layoffs
CPS announced the 443 layoffs last week ... Yet the mayor's handpicked board of education seems determined to continue to practice business as usual, when business as usual before the pandemic ...
CTU vows to fight back against over 400 Chicago Public Schools layoffs
The 443 layoffs include special education teachers, school clerks and bilingual teacher assistants. The CTU said the move will hit hardest in schools on the city’s south and west sides.
CTU: Layoffs Will Hit Hardest Schools On South, West Sides
Workers at the EcoTarium approved unionization after a difficult year of layoffs and months-long closing due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
EcoTarium workers unionize to get a seat at the table after pandemic layoffs
More than a year after the coronavirus pandemic prompted lockdowns, shutdowns, layoffs, work-from-home changes and public education’s struggle to make remote learning viable for students ...
Education exodus
U.S. employers posted a record-high number of open jobs for the second straight month as a rapidly rebounding economy generates intense demand for workers. The number of available jobs on the last day ...
US job openings rise to record high, layoffs hit record low
Education Minister Cliff Cullen has sent a letter to school boards telling them that layoffs should not occur. This comes after the Winnipeg School Division decried in the fallout of negotiations ...
Teacher layoffs not on the table despite Bill 64 'misinformation': Cullen
The Iredell-Statesville Schools Board of Education is moving toward layoffs as a way to balance its budget, according to the Mooresville Tribune. A total number of possible layoffs district-wide ...
NC school district outside of Charlotte will have layoffs to balance budget | Charlotte Observer
The education deal struck on Tuesday represents the single largest increase in school funding in 15 years and could stave off some teacher layoffs triggered by the pandemic. The breakthrough on K ...
Minnesota legislators agree to give $250M in bonuses to workers on pandemic's front lines
Layoffs hit those with less formal education especially hard. Individuals without a bachelor’s degree were nearly twice as likely to be laid off in 2020 compared to college graduates.
Covid-19 Exacerbated Financial Disparities And The Retirement Savings Gap
In an encouraging burst of hiring, America’s employers added 850,000 jobs in June, well above the average of the previous three months and a sign that companies ...
US adds a solid 850,000 jobs as economy extends its gains
The over 600 job losses in the last six months include the sale of wineries, exit of a medical device maker, shuttering of a health care provider and sale of a wine distributor, according to the ...
Fewer North Bay employers report layoffs, but number of job cuts climbs
There is no shortage of unfortunate news on unemployment fraud in Ohio. Even beyond the announcement of the departure of Ohio Department of Job and Family Services’ director, a leading expert from ...
Op-ed: Unemployment fraud in Ohio sounds familiar here in Illinois
Alphonzus Widjaja, who chairs a malls' association, warned that layoffs were inevitable ... Writing by Gayatri Suroyo; Editing by Ed Davies) ...
Indonesia business warns risk of layoffs, bankruptcies from new COVID-19 curbs
Alphonzus Widjaja, who chairs a malls’ association, warned that layoffs were inevitable ... Writing by Gayatri Suroyo; Editing by Ed Davies) Our Standards: The Thomson Reuters Trust Principles.
Indonesia business warns risk of layoffs, bankruptcies from new COVID-19 curbs
Alphonzus Widjaja, who chairs a malls' association, warned that layoffs were inevitable ... Writing by Gayatri Suroyo; Editing by Ed Davies) ((gayatri.suroyo@thomsonreuters.com; +622129927609; Reuters ...

From the founder of "layoff survivor sickness" an updated edition of a book for today's downsized workforce Thoroughly revised and updated, David Noer's classic book about downsized organizations has never been more relevant. Reports of the most recent layoffs are making the front pages of our newspapers with frightening regularity. And massive downsizing continues to reshape the face of American business. But what about those who remain behind?
Healing the Wounds provides an antidote to the widespread malaise on the American business scene left in the wake of workforce reductions. Drawing on case studies and original research, David M. Noer-an expert frequently quoted in major media such as The Wall Street Journal and Fortune on the topic of layoffs and layoff survivor sickness-provides executives, human resource professionals, managers, and consultants with an original model and clear
guidelines for revitalizing downsized organizations and the employees left behind. Offers thoroughly revised edition of a book about layoffs and those who are left behind Filled with relevant case studies and recent research Written by David Noer an acclaimed expert on the topic Gives employers much-needed guidance for revitalizing downsized companies

Economic and human impact of reduced workweeks on employers, employees, governments, and the economy
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